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NEW
Tooling!

NEWNew Land Rover Defender 90 -
Pangea Green
                                       SCALE      PRICE
76ND90001       1:76   £7.95

New Land Rover Defender 90 - 
Pangea Green 
We previewed previously three new Oxford Diecast Land

Rover Defenders which are joining the already wide range

of 1:76 scale examples of the Defender marque this year

to coincide with the appearance of the real thing, which

was unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show in 2019. 

Land Rover’s new Defenders are being made in the

company’s plant in Slovakia, although the vehicle has been

designed by Jaguar Land Rover’s UK designer, Gerry

McGovern.  Naturally, the technology, capability and

performance are incredible.  The new Defender has been

engineered to comply with global car regulations with just

under 130 potential markets, notably China and the USA.

The car shares no component or technology with

previous Defender models and will appear with

permanent all-wheel drive, locking differentials and a ZF

8-speed automatic transmission.  The new models will

also have an aluminium unibody instead of a body-on-

frame construction.

And, here comes the first!  The New Defender 90 is the

three-door, short wheelbase model with a slightly lower

specification but a lower price tag than its two new 

stable mates, starting at £40,290.  It will have a maximum

speed of 109 mph, acceleration of 0-60 in 9.6 seconds

with the initial choice of a 196 bhp  2.0 litre 4-cylinder

turbo diesel engine with a fuel consumption of 32.2 mpg.

A petrol hybrid engine is also an option.  The Defender

90 will come with the option of coil springs or the air

suspension of the 110. However, so many luxuries come

as standard on the Defender 90 too: LED headlights,

heated seats and steering wheel, 18" steel wheels with

Diamond Turned finish. 

Our 1:76 scale  Oxford replica of the new Land Rover

Defender 90 makes its debut in Pangea Green, registered

PBS 534.  It features a high gloss white roof and black

interior.  Trim is finished in both black and silver and a

spare wheel is fixed across the rear door.  The front grille

is black with silver lower section whist the silver lower

rear panel houses the rear number plate.
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Welcome�to�Globe�254�and�we�are�finally�in�Summer!�

We�are�starting�to�receive�some�exciting�new�tooling�coming�through�which�is�always

great�to�see.�

Thank�you�for�all�your�feedback�on�the�new�website�and�the�return�to�in�house

operations�over�the�last�few�weeks.��We�really�are�seeing�lots�of�customers�impressed

with�the�new�features�and�shipping�speeds.��We�will�continually�improve�this�service

over�time.�

You�will�see�on�the�website�you�are�now�able�to�review�products,�you�will�receive�an

email�after�purchase�with�a�request�to�review.��We�love�to�see�your�reviews�and

pictures�of�your�purchases.�

To�keep�you�up�to�date,�we�will�be�releasing�a�catalogue�in�September�and�we�will

make�some�announcements�at�this�time�for�new�tooling�items.��For�now,�we�have

released�2�items�for�later�in�the�year.

Please note our 

new address:

Oxford Diecast, 

PO Box 62, Swansea, 

UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802  

The�Christmas�Model

for�Platinum�Members

this�year�is�a�1:76

AEC�Matador�(SP154)�

RELEASES DUE:

76MA007 Mercedes�Ambulance�London�Ambulance

Service(Remembrance�Day)

76SNG005 Scania�S�Series�Highline�

Box�Trailer�Stobart�NHS
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Jaguar E Pace - Fuji White
One of Oxford’s recent introductions, the second release

in the series appears in brilliant White with black and

silver interior, registered AJ68 TZZ from 2018 and brings

Oxford’s line up of Jaguar replicas right up to date.  With

five doors and a sunroof, it replicates a vehicle with both

space and elegance.  Detail includes black exterior trim, 

a distinctive black and silver radiator grille incorporating

the modern Jaguar badge, while the big cat is reproduced

in silver along with the Jaguar name across the back.

Unveiled in 2017, it was designed by Jaguar’s talented

Chief Designer Ian Callum and includes elements of two

stable-mates, namely the Range Rover Evoque and Land

Rover Discovery Sport.  Prices start at £31, 465 but if

you want the top of the range Sports versions, you’ll be

investing £33,490.

It comes either as a front wheel drive or all-wheel drive.

There are also two transmission options, either a 9-speed

ZF 9HP automatic for petrol and diesel engines or an 

8-speed PHEV - Plug in Hybrid Electric version.

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Jaguar I Pace - Photon Red
Keeping up with the times and with the future of

motoring in mind, Oxford have teamed up with Jaguar

Land Rover to produce the brand new 1:76 scale Jaguar 

I-Pace car, which JLR launched in 2018 styled as a battery-

electric crossover SUV.  Designed by Ian Callum and

assembled by their contract manufacturer Magna Steyr 

in Austria, the concept car was unveiled at the 2016 Los

Angeles Motor Show, with a road version being seen in

London in March the following year.  The concept has

seen Jaguar Land Rover winning many international 

awards including 2019 European Car of the Year for the

first time ever and 2019 World Car of the Year.  It has

also won Best Design and Best Green Car awards. 

The first one to roll off Oxford’s production line is

unveiled in a bright red with black roof and exterior trim

and highly detailed silver and black wheels.  The interior is

also black and our Jaguar I-Pace is registered RV68 KVH

from 2018.  The modern red Jaguar badge is embedded

into the black radiator grille with the usual classy Jaguar

leaping across the boot.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWJaguar E Pace - Fuji White
                             SCALE       PRICE
76JEP002    1:76   £7.95

NEWJaguar I Pace - Photon Red
                             SCALE       PRICE
76JIP001     1:76   £7.95
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1:76 SCALE

Morris Marina 1.8 Super - Teal Blue
The Morris Marina is a nostalgic reminder from the 

1970s when although it was highly popular throughout its

life, was also dubbed - perhaps unfairly - the worst car

ever!  Classed as a rear wheel drive small family car, 

it superseded the Morris Minor and Morris Oxford, 

being produced by Austin Morris division of British

Leyland between 1971 and 1980.  Model variants included

the four door - as our model; 5-door estate car, 2-door

coupé, 2-door pick up and even a 2-door van.

It makes its sixth Oxford appearance in a bright blue

colour scheme with pea green interior and brown

detailing to dashboard and steering wheel.  Externally,

trim is finished in both silver and black, with special

attention being given to the silver surround to the

radiator grille and the edges of the wheel arches. 

The Morris Marina was superseded by the Morris Ital 

in 1980.

NEWMorris Marina 1.8 Super -
Teal Blue
                             SCALE       PRICE
76MAR006   1:76   £5.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Austin Mini - Almond Green/
Old English White 
                            SCALE       PRICE
76MN003   1:76   £5.45

Mini 1275GT - Reynard
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76MINGT001  1:76  £5.75

New Mini - Chili Red 
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76NMN001    1:76  £5.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Mercedes Ambulance - 
Welsh Ambulance Services
                            SCALE       PRICE
76MA001    1:76  £11.95

Land Rover Discovery - 
Essex Police 
                            SCALE       PRICE
76LRD001   1:76   £6.95

Austin Seven RN Saloon - 
Light Royal Blue
                            SCALE       PRICE
76ASS002   1:76   £6.75

Cortina MK I - White
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76COR1001    1:76  £5.95

Jaguar E Type FHC - Carmen Red 
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76ETYP002    1:76  £5.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Black TX Taxi
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76TX4001      1:76  £6.45
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1:76 SCALE

Mercedes Sprinter - White
We’ve seen the Oxford Mercedes Sprinter in two striking

liveries to date - Stobart Air and Stobart Rail and now it’s

over to you!  The ubiquitous plain white van which always

overtakes you on the motorway is here in a gloss white

with black trim, registered KU63 XFD.  It is modelled on

the second generation Sprinter which Mercedes upgraded

in 2006, eleven years after its original introduction.  

The Mercedes badge is silver on the satin black radiator

grille and the wheels are also given a silver finish.  

The model is all ready for your personalisation or just

leave it pristine.  It’s your choice.

NEWFord 400E Van - Rediffusion

Ford 400E Van - Rediffusion
Collectors of Oxford’s 1:43 scale series of small

commercials will remember this model being released a

few years ago.  Now, especially for 1:76 scale enthusiasts

craving a piece of nostalgia, here it is again in exactly the

same colour scheme and detail.

Some of us will remember the name Rediffusion from the

early years of TV when the company introduced their TV

rental and sales service throughout the UK.  Less known,

perhaps, its operational activities covered many more

aspects of radio and TV broadcasting and supply with its

foundations going back as far as the late 1920s.

Our Ford 400E Rediffusion replica dates from 1964,

registered ALV 252B and comes decorated in the two

tone Rediffusion livery of dark red and grey with a white

band running round the waist of the vehicle.  The black

and white company logo is printed on the sides of the

van and is also repeated in white across the back doors.

Other trim includes a white radiator grille, silver door

handles and the red and silver Thames logo on the front

and rear of the van.

                               SCALE       PRICE
76FDE015     1:76   £6.75

NEWMercedes Sprinter - White
                               SCALE       PRICE
76MSV004    1:76   £7.95
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1:76 SCALE

Aveling & Porter 6NHP Road Roller - 
No. 10991 ‘Janet’
Only the second release on the new 1:76 scale Aveling &

Porter Road Roller, what a bright and cheerful colour

scheme it is.  And the experts amongst you will see that a

tooling variation has given it a longer roof than the first

release.  The vibrant red, black and gold body is topped

with a black upper roof and brown inner roof. 

Registered BC 9483, the road roller features red and

black spokes, the rear wheels are lined in red with black

centres and the outer roller wheels are a buff colour.

Numbered 10991, ‘Janet’ belonged to John E Golding, 

Car Body Repair Specialist of Loughborough, Leics, whose

telephone number also features on his signage; along the

sides of the roof.  A final detail sees a stylised ‘ In Vigor’

coat of arms on the front of the road roller depicted in

red and gold.

NEWAveling & Porter 6NHP Road
Roller - No. 10991 ‘Janet’
                                SCALE       PRICE
76APR002     1:76  £17.95

Fowler B6 Crane Marstons - 
Duke of York (Dorset)
                            SCALE       PRICE
76FCR001   1:76  £17.95

Water Bowser - Alan Sparkes
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76WB001       1:76  £8.95

Showmans Caravan - Green
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SCV002    1:76  £13.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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AVIATION

Messerschmitt Bf 109E-4
                    SCALE        PRICE
AC002   1:72  £14.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802 
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:72
SCALE

Hawker Tempest Mk V - RAF SN330 3 Squadron 
RAF Wunstorf, Germany 1946
The Hawker Tempest was a British fighter aircraft, used

primarily by the RAF during World War II.  Also referred

to as the Typhoon II until it was renamed, the Tempest

had been developed by Sydney Camm of Hawker Aircraft

Limited, entering the war in January 1944.  It was to

become one of the most powerful fighters of the conflict

and certainly was the fastest single engine propeller

driven aircraft, excelling as a low altitude interceptor, 

even against the jet-propelled Messerschmitt Me 262. 

Oxford’s latest release is a 1:72 scale replica of a Tempest

Mk V, which came into service with 3 Squadron after the

hostilities ceased. It was deployed across the 

Channel and in real life - as the Tempest II -

incorporated further developments 

and many improvements over the first

wartime batch, which had carried the

serial number prefix J.  Immediately

post-war, and with the serial numbers

SN, it was deployed as No. SN330 to RAF

Wunstorf in Germany in September 1946, where it was

part of the British presence on the Rhine.

Our model is painted all-over silver with a green

nosecone and spinner and features a black anti-flare

shield, walkways and propeller spinner.  The cockpit

interior is grey and even the exhaust vents are given a

rusty brown finish. Carrying its wartime J5H number in

green, the additional SN330 serial number is printed

alongside the RAF roundel on the under wings and along

the fuselage.  A final detail incorporates the No. 3

Squadron RAF badge featuring the mythical winged beast

on the tailfin.

This model will pair very nicely with the Oxford Tempest

Mk V - JF-Z also previously released in the livery of RAF

No. 3 Sqn as it served during wartime at RAF Newchurch

in 1944.  From there it played a key part against the

German held Normandy coast.  No. 3 Squadron, first

formed in 1918, still operates Typhoons today, namely the

Eurofighter, based at RAF Coningsby in Lincolnshire.

Hawker Tempest Mk V - 
RAF SN330 3 Squadron RAF
Wunstorf, Germany 1946
                              SCALE        PRICE
AC103          1:72   £15.95

NEW

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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N SCALE
Shelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter - 
British Rail (Yellow)
We continue the releases on our N scale Shelvoke &

Drewry Freightlifter with another distinctive railway

livery, that of British Rail from its yellow liveried days.

Our model has also appeared in 1:76 scale in exactly

the same detail especially for 00 gauge railway

enthusiasts, so we are  pleased to give you the chance

to add it to your own 1:148 scale layouts too.

The model is based on the vehicle first produced in 

the early 1950s for the London Brick Company but its

capabilities were soon seen by other users, notably the

Armed Forces and the railway companies. 

Decorated in the British Rail signature yellow

and registered VXR 331, our model

incorporates the optional Dualdrive cab

component.  The red British Rail logo is

printed beneath the cab windows together

with the Freight Lifter N 979 lettering. 

Note the large red wheels, black spotlight 

and detailed lifting gear and ladders.  It’s all

ready for action on your trackside!

NEWShelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter -
British Rail (Yellow).
                                              SCALE       PRICE
NSDF003               1:148  £8.45

NEWVolvo FH4 GXL Walking Floor
Trailer - McBurney Transport

Volvo FH4 GXL Walking Floor Trailer - 
McBurney Transport
This truck has also appeared in Oxford’s 1:76 series but

the familiar Northern Ireland livery of McBurney is always

a favourite with you all and will please our N scale

collectors in Northern Ireland especially. 

The modern Volvo FH4 cab, decorated in bright yellow

with its colourful McBurney graphics, is pulling the white

trailer with yellow roof and yellow rear doors which also

carry a wealth of printed detail.  With the current

transport challenges between Northern Ireland and the

mainland, news coverage has often given us a view of the

McBurney trucks waiting at the ports to transport their

valuable cargo. 

The truck is registered WF03 MCB and boasts the

company’s role as cross channel and European hauliers.

Their Liverpool and Co. Antrim contact details are also

printed on the bodywork of the cab and across the rear

trailer doors.

                                 SCALE         PRICE
NVOL4008     1:148  £15.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802 
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

NEW1950 Chevrolet Panel Van -
Hank’s Country Diner

Chevrolet Panel Van 1950 - Hank’s Country Diner
Chevrolet’s 1950s panel van was certainly put to a variety

of uses.  We’ve seen the 1:87 scale Oxford model as an

ambulance, a police car and now Hank is making great use

of it as his Country Diner delivery van.  The graphics are

very decorative in a patriotic red, white and blue colour

scheme including stars and stripes and featuring his hot 

dogs and burgers, which are reasonably priced at 50c and

55c!  The Chevy is registered in Texas in 1950, number

plate FA 2555.  The interior of Hank’s panel van is black,

while the exterior has silver trim and features those

period pieces - whitewall tyres.  A 1950s recipe for

success, we reckon.

                                  SCALE     PRICE
87CV50003    1:87  £6.95

1955 Buick Century - 
California Highway Patrol
                               SCALE      PRICE
87BC55003   1:87  £6.95

1946-48 DeSoto Suburban - 
San Francisco Taxi (Godfather)
                               SCALE      PRICE
87DS46002   1:87  £6.95

1965 Chevrolet Stepside 
Pick Up -Orange
                               SCALE      PRICE
87CP65002   1:87  £6.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:18 SCALE

1:76 SCALE

Messerschmitt KR200 
Bubble Car - Rouge Sarde
                            SCALE       PRICE
18MBC001  1:18  £29.95

Five Piece Mini Set
                       SCALE       PRICE
76SET21  1:76  £29.95

Ford Cargo Box Van - White
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FCG002    1:76  £14.95

Ford Transit Mk1 - White
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FT1001    1:76   £6.25

Scania Cab - White
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76WHSCACAB  1:76  £11.95

Ford Transit LWB High Roof - Stobart
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76FT010           1:76   £6.25

Citroen H Van - Coca Cola
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76CIT003CC     1:76   £9.95

Ford Transit - Network Rail
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FT005      1:76   £6.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW MODEL!

AR171 Thunderbird Album: The Ford Thunderbird was launched in 1955 to compete with the
Chevrolet Corvette, but the Ford hierarchy was not thrilled by the limited sales they could get
from sports car buyers.  In its second generation, from 1958 onwards, it became a four-seater.
The large Thunderbird coupe lost its appeal by the 1990s, and it ceased production in 1997.  

It returned after a hiatus of a few years as a smaller retro-styled two-seater, but that had
even less appeal to American car buyers, and it was only made from 2002 to 2005.  Over the
50 years of its existence over 4.4 million Ford Thunderbirds were produced.  In these pages
we see every evolution of the Thunderbird, over 11 generations.

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR171
NEW

AR172 Mitsubishi album: Mitsubishi is an important name in heavy engineering, its heritage of
shipbuilding, railways and aviation encompassing products from the battleship Yamato to the iconic
Zero-Sen fighter aircraft of the Second World War.  Post war Mitsubishi turned to civilian vehicles.
Scooters and three-wheeler light commercials helped to get Japan rolling again, before Mitsubishi
began building cars in the 1950s.  The international reputation of Mitsubishi cars was built 
on successes in rallies with the Lancer Evo, and on rugged 4x4 vehicles.  A scandal over the 
mis-reporting of fuel efficiency in Mitsubishi microcars resulted in Nissan taking a controlling
shareholding.  All of this complex history is told in these pages. AR172

NEW

OR76J27001XS  1:76 - £209.95
J27 LNER No 1010 Sound Version

OR76J27002  1:76 - £109.95
J27 BR (Early) No.65837

OR76WW001B  1:76 - £33.95
Warwell A - Ministry of War Transport WW50 

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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